Preface

Welcome to the proceedings of the 9th Workshop of the Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval (INEX)!

Traditional IR focuses on pure text retrieval over “bags of words,” but the use of structure—such as document structure, semantic metadata, entities, or genre/topical structure—is of increasing importance on the Web and in professional search. INEX has been pioneering the use of structure for focused retrieval since 2002, by providing large test collections of structured documents, uniform evaluation measures, and a forum for organizations to compare their results.

2010 was an exciting year for INEX, in which a number of new tracks started. In total, nine research tracks were included, studying different aspects of focused information access:

**Ad Hoc Track:** investigated the effectiveness of XML-IR and Passage Retrieval for highly focused retrieval by restricting result length to “snippets” or discounting for reading effort, using Wikipedia as a corpus.

**Book Track:** investigated techniques to support users in reading, searching, and navigating full texts of digitized books, by constructing reading lists of books for a given topic, or by looking for book pages that refute or confirm a factual statement.

**Data-Centric Track:** investigated focused retrieval over a strongly structured collection of IMDb documents, containing information about various entities like movies, actors, directors.

**Interactive Track:** investigated the behavior of users when interacting with XML documents, working on large set of Amazon book data (formal book descriptions) augmented by LibraryThing data (user-generated data).

**Link-the-Wiki Track:** investigated link discovery in the Te Ara encyclopedia.

**Question Answering Track:** investigated real-world focused information needs formulated as natural language questions, using the collection structure to construct readable summaries of question context and lists of answers.

**Relevance Feedback Track:** investigated the utility of incremental passage level feedback by simulating a searcher’s interaction, with submissions in the form of a executable computer program.

**Web Service Discovery:** investigated techniques for discovery of Web services based on searching service descriptions provided in WSDL.

**XML-Mining Track:** investigated structured document mining, especially the classification and clustering of semi-structured documents.

The aim of the INEX 2010 workshop was to bring together researchers who participated in the INEX 2010 campaign. During the year participating organizations contributed to the building of a large-scale XML test collection by creating topics, performing retrieval runs, and providing relevance assessments.
The workshop concluded the results of this large-scale effort, summarized and addressed issues encountered, and devised a work plan for the future evaluation of XML retrieval systems. There proceedings report on the final results of INEX 2010. We received 42 submissions, already being a selection of work at INEX, and accepted a total of 37 papers based on peer-reviewing, yielding an 88% acceptance rate.

All INEX tracks start from having available suitable text collections. We gratefully acknowledge the data made available by: Amazon and LibraryThing (Interactive Track), New Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage (Te Ara, Link-the-Wiki Track), Microsoft Research (Book Track), the Internet Movie Database (Data Centric Track), and the Wikimedia Foundation (Adhoc, Relevance Feedback, and XML-Mining Track).

After many years at Schloss Dagstuhl, and a trip to Brisbane, Australia, in 2009, the INEX workshop returned to Europe and was held in The Netherlands. Thanks to the Amsterdam team for preserving the unique atmosphere of INEX—a setting where informal interaction and discussion occur naturally and frequently—in the unique location of Huize Bergen in Vught.

We thank the Dutch Association for Information Science (Werkgemeenschap Informatiewetenschap, WGI) for sponsoring the best student award, which was presented to Ning Gao (Peking University) for the paper entitled “Combining Strategy for XML Retrieval.”

Finally, INEX is run for, but especially by, the participants. It was a result of tracks and tasks suggested by participants, topics created by particants, systems built by participants, and relevance judgments provided by participants. So the main thank you goes to each of these individuals!
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